
Car phone holder with swivel clip
SKU: TESUPCLIPPRO

The car mount designed for holding your smartphone securely and extremely steady

SAFE AND SECURE

This smartphone holder is the perfect accessory for keeping your device at hand at all times, even in the car. It attaches to air
vents quickly and easily with its adjustable clip, ensuring optimum stability for phones with up to 80 mm screens , whether
they're iPhone, Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei or Oppo.

The exclusive SBS design makes this accessory unique and priceless.

AUTO LOCK

As soon as you place the smartphone on the holder, the auto-lock button is activated: the adjustable arms  wrap around your
device perfectly. The release switch on the side allows for hassle-free unclasping.

SWIVEL CLIP

The adjustable clip can swivel, allowing you to position your smartphone wherever you like. So you can have it horizontally or
simply tilt it to enable better facial recognition : if your phone enters stand-by, you won't get distracted while driving.

METALLIC FINISH

This accessory goes perfectly with your car's interior  thanks to its metallic design.

FEATURES:

For smartphones up to 80 mm



Attaches to the air vent
Adjustable swivel clip
with release switch
Metal design



Car phone holder with swivel clip
SKU: TESUPCLIPPRO

Technical data
Closure: Clip  
Coupling mode: Adjustable clip for air vent  
Suited for: Smartphone up to 80mm  
Finishing/Feature: In metal  
EAN: 8018417320705  
SKU: TESUPCLIPPRO  
Weight: 80 g  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 50 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 130 g  
Width Inner: 180 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 420 mm  
Height Inner: 160 mm  
Weight Inner: 965 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 350 mm  
Weight Master: 8615 g  
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